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Not challenging the laws themselves given the reality that I will 
introduce next, also given the belief that these laws come with aid and 
conditionality that can be used in the favor of developing countries 
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Want beta to be negative – antitrust variables promote competition 
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These are the alternative choices that developing countries can choose from

2 groups

Western world used to to follow non-efficiency based goals in the past, but today are only 
pursuing allocative efficiency or economic efficiency with their antitrust enforcement 
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Most countries have more than one objective – often contradictory

50 developing countries studied 12 main objectives
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Others argue dor developing countries: small business protection and 
international competition – I argue outdated, lead to higher prices 
internally, entrench incumbent elite often friends of the government 
further, lead to lower quality of goods produced; Japan and Korea 
always maintained local oligopolistic rivalry.
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1st welfare theorem: holding that perfect competition generates optimal 
allocation of resources

Schumpeter claims: (1) only large businesses are able to bear risk of 
investing in R&D; (2) monopoly rents are ideal source of funding for 
R&D; (3) monopoly position is a security that makes investment in R&D 
worthwhile and desirable.
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Growth following scherer: labor productivity growth aka technological 
progress
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Testing for a linear relationship I found that competition has a positive 
impact on growth in the Arab and developing countries studied

This relationship was affirmed with using fixed effects panel data 
estimation techniques 
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Do the regular test and adjustment to make sure results are shielded 
from any disturbances. 
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